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1. How many ____do you have?                                                                                                                                                             

A) childs                       B) childrens’                   C) childrens                            D) children                         

 

2. Both ____ mothers come to school-leaving party                                                                                                             

A) Jim’s and Jane’s                                                   B) Jim’s and Jane                                                                      

C) Jim and Jane                                                         D) Jim and Jane’s 

 

3. Simon has ____ of experience working in the publishing industry                                                                              

A) a few                 B) as if                    C) many              D) a lot 

 

4. I won’t say ____ word about it                                                                                                                                        

A) the other               B) the others                          C) others                            D) another 

 

5. There are ____textbooks in our library this school year. In fact, there are less of them 

than last year                                                                                                                                                                                   

A) as much                                                           B) much more                                                                                       

C) not so many                                                     D) not so much 

 

6. It is ____ method of all, but it is naturally____.                                                                                                  

A) the most effective/costly                                         B) the most effective/cost                                                                 

C) more effective/cost                                                  D) effective/cost 

 

7. Why ____you____? What has happened to you?                                                                                                                                                  

A) have/cry                                 B) did/cry                                                                                                                     

C) do/cry                                     D) are/crying 

 

8. I don’t know if Jane ____ to the meeting                                                                                                                                 

A) comes                                     B) had come                                                                                                                   

C) would come                            D) will come 

 

9. ____a computer will solve all your problems                                                                                                                                      

A) Buy                                        B) buying                                                                                                                       

C) by buying                               D) to buying 

 

10. You ____ wear your best clothes. You’ll get them dirty.                                                                                                

A) needn’t to                               B) doesn’t have to                                                                                                    

C) mustn’t                                   D) couldn’t 
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Read the text. Then choose the correct answer for each question below ( 11-14).  
 

      King Tutankhamun was just a teenager when he died. He was the last king of a 

powerful family that had ruled Egypt for centuries. When he died in 1322 B.C., Tut (as 

Tutankhamun is often called today) was placed in a luxurious, gold-filled tomb. There he 

lay forgotten until the tomb’s eventual discovery in 1922. Although we now know a lot 

about his life, the reason for Tutankhamun’s death at such a young age has remained a 

mystery, with murder the most extreme possibility. Now, improved X-ray technology 

offering new clues into King Tut’s death. The British archeologist Howard Carter opened 

Tut’s Tomb in 1922. Although it had been robbed in ancient time it was still full of gold 

and other amazing items. Carter spent months carefully recording the treasures. When he 

and his team then attempted to remove King Tut’s mummy, the found that it had become 

attached to its solid gold coffin. Unfortunately, they did a great deal of damage to the 

mummy while removing it.  

 

11. According to the passage Tutankhamun…                                                                                                                         

A) was the last descendant of influential clan to govern Egypt.                                                                                

B) was the son of the last powerful pharaoh of A.D in Egypt.                                                                                                                                     

C) is the name of the mummy made according to the order of the king.                                                                                                                                   

D) is the name of the teenager who robbed the treasure of the king. 

 

12. The passage informs that the tomb of Tutankhamun…                                                                             

A) was plundered in 1922 by Egyptians.                                                                                                              

B) was X-rayed to clarify the worthiness of treasure.                                                                                           

C) was the place where the king buried his treasure.                                                                                                          

D) was neglected till the first half of the last century. 

 

13. While taking mummy out of coffin Howard Carter…                                                                                         

A) calculated the amount of jewels in the tomb.                                                                                               

B) noticed the corpse fixed to the casket toughly.                                                                                                 

C) defined the reason of the death of Tutankhamun.                                                                                                                          

D) used X-ray to dissolve the mummy. 

 

14. It can be inferred from the passage that…                                                                                                   

A) the death of Tutankhamun at his teen is still mystique.                                                                                

B) British archeologists succeeded in getting a mummy without any harm out of coffin. 

C) Howard Carter discovered the secret of Tutankhamun.                                                                                      

D) with the help of X-ray technology the problem was solved 
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Read the text. Then choose the correct answer for each question below ( 15-18).  
 

       Baggy or hip-hugger, straight-leg or boot-cut, jeans are one of the most popular 

garments in the world. Their popularity and diversity might shock Jacob Davis. He is the 

tailor who invented them in 1873. He just wanted to make tough work trousers for 

miners. His “stroke of genius” came  when he added metal rivets, or fasteners, at stress 

points on the seams and pockets. Workers found that these rivers made the parts last 

longer. Davis went into business with Levi Strauss, a rich San Francisco merchant. Levi 

Strauss &Co was soon making thousands of “waist overalls.” That’s what jeans were 

called at the time. Levi Straus has changed its top product vey little over the years. In 

1922 men had stopped using suspenders. So the company added belt loops. In the 1960s, 

people began calling the trousers jeans. A t-shirt and jeans became the outfit of choice 

for many people. Bell bottoms and boot-cut versions appeared. In the 1970s, designer 

versions cemented jeans‟ place in popular Culture. By the 1980s, hundreds of companies 

made the pre-washed, pre-faded jeans common today.  

 

15. In the passage states that jeans were originally  called…                                                                                                          

A) jeans.                     B) dungarees.                  C) rivets.                       D) waist overalls.  

  

16. The phrase “stroke of genius” in the passage means …                                                                             

A) shocking accident.                                              B) great idea.                                                                   

C) great income.                                                      D) delicate problem.  

  

17. All of the following statements are False, Except…                                                                                      

A) Levi Strauss and Jacob Davis were famous tailors.                                                                                            

B) Jeans got their name long after creation.                                                                                                             

C) Jeans were created to be fashion garment.                                                                                                            

D) Davis and Strauss invented jeans.  

  

18. According to the passage, jeans were created…                                                                                                                   

A) in the 1960s.                                                       B) about 130 years ago.                                                           

C) 140 years ago.                                                     D) more than 140 years ago. 
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